


EDITORS NOTE

As the nature of the crisis develops,
so too must the intensity of New

British Union propaganda. More and
more of the available resources of the

movement must be devoted to
providing the ammunition of battle,

which is propaganda material.

People should anticipate a critical
period in the immediate future. Ours

is the only movement that is
organising to take effective action

upon the arrival of the crisis, but we
need your support to help increase

the volume and reach of our
propaganda material in order to

prepare our people for the disaster
which ever-approaches Britain.

We need your assistance in our
struggle. We ask all those with the

nationalist flame burning within their
hearts to forego but a few simple

pleasures a week in order to
contribute a greatly-appreciated sum

of a few pounds or more.

It is the absolute and immediate duty
of every member to enrol other

patriots. You will convince others only
by the force and validity of your

argument, its soundness confirmed by
proof of its premises. Always

remember that a majority within the
politically-active youth have fallen

prey to Marxian ideology. Their
propaganda has been relentlessly

broadcast for decades, hidden under
a thin veneer of musical or visual

entertainment, and has spread like a
disease throughout our whole nation.

We Fascists are to be the great and
vital antidote injected into the veins

of our sick and dying Britain.

Please give what you can - every
penny shall be utilised in the growth
of New British Union and the delivery

of New-Fascism to our embattled
people.
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PUBLICITY FROM THE MSM
Lincoln MP Karl McCartney has come
under scrutiny for retweeting a post

from a political group that champions
fascism, which he has now removed.

Mr McCartney shared a tweet from
New British Union West Midlands to

his profile which criticised the media
for their coverage of the petrol panic

buying across the country.

The tweet was a screenshot from
Whartons Shell Garage, which said

that they are not short of fuel and it
is in fact a case of everyone panicking
by listening to the media, with NBU

saying: “When a franchised fuel
station really has to tell you to turn

off your TV.”

Karl McCartney retweeted the NBU
post on his page on Monday evening,

but has since removed it.

The retweet from Lincoln’s MP has
since been deleted from his timeline,
after many pointed out what the New

British Union stands for.

The NBU, formed in 2013, is a revival
of Sir Oswald Mosley’s British Union of
Fascists, run by former Britain First

and Scottish BNP leader Gary Raikes.

According to the NBU’s website, the
group calls for “a new machine, a
new nation and a new union” and

demands that British people aren’t
replaced by “a population that will
destroy all our ancestors fought to

uphold.”

Pictures on the NBU website show an
alarming similarity to that of the Nazi
Party, and leader Gary Raikes says on 

one of their pages: “A British child
born at the start of the 21st century

is likely to enter their years of
retirement as a member of the British
ethnic minority. The question is: what

are you going to do about it?”

The NBU claims that Britain is in
“demographic decline” due to

“foreign immigration”. Photo: New
British Union website

The Lincolnite questioned Lincoln’s
MP on this retweet, asking whether it
was wise to broadcast the views of a

political group as divisive and
controversial as the New British

Union.

In a statement of reply, Mr McCartney
said: “Of course, I disagree

wholeheartedly with what NBU West
Midlands stand for. The post by

Whartons Garage was what caught my
notice. The retweet has since been

deleted.”

McCartney came under intense
scrutiny for his retweeting of the
fascist group, with former Lincoln

Labour MP Karen Lee calling it
“unacceptable”.



THE FAILED PARTY SYSTEM

The Labour, Conservative, Liberal and
Communist Parties all have similar

nation-wrecking policies. They are led
by Zionists, bankers, Freemasons and
Fabians all a similar agenda. Spread

the word we need to get rid of of the
political parties and elect

constituency candidates, chosen for
their honesty, knowledge and ability.

Since 1980 houses and blocks of flats
have been built all over the country
from Northumberland on the Scottish
border to London. The White British
population is smaller now than it was
in the 1960s so they are not needed.
They are being built to get us White
British outnumbered and outvoted by

Blacks, Pakistanis, Chinese and
others. More recently Chinese have

been building them. China and Israel
have recently linked up to try and

control the world. 

 Hilaire Belloc and Cecil Chesterton
wrote in 'The Party System':

We have just attempted a sketch of
representative government as it

ought to be, and the English people
long believed that they had got, if
not quite that, at least a decent
approximation to it.  It was their
boast that without bloodshed or

violent severance with the past they
had as much of the reality of self-
government as the most perfectly

planned Republic could have. In what
degree this was ever true will form
the matter of discussion later. But

undoubtedly it was widely believed.
Most Englishmen until very lately, if

told that they were not self-

governing, would have laughed in
your face.

But now a dim suspicion has begun to
arise in the minds of a least a section

of the people that this historic
optimism is not quite as true as it
looks, that the electors do not as a
fact control the Government, that

something alien has intervened
between electors and elected,

between legislature and Executive,
something that deflects the workings
of representative institutions. That

thing is the Party System. 

Those words were written in 1911 but
they are just as true today. The party
system serves big business, not the
people. Our elected representatives
should take their orders from their
constituents, not from the party

bosses. And they shouldn't be
'whipped' or face deselection for
departing from the 'Party Line'. 



LETTERS

Hello Gary,

I am writing to say that I changed my
mind on moving to central America

for the time being. Given the current
genocide that is on-going, there is
going to soon be a need for true

healers. 

As more and more people are
awakening to the shear scale of this
operation and at how many doctors

and nurses have been complicit, they
are going you be furious and they are

never going to trust such people
again.

There will still be a lot of people who
will be sick and in need of healing

however, and that is what our father
has revealed that i should do. So i am
now stockpiling supplements, natural

compounds and any and all
alternative healing equipment that i

can afford to get my hands on.

I have dedicated myself to the calling
upon the path our father has laid

before me. This being the case, i shall
now be looking to attend the

meetings in October if i can secure
transport.

I found out the other week that my
eldest son, who is German and lives
with his mother in south Germany,

has taken 2 BionTech shots. I am now
waiting in daily dread for the phone
to ring to tell me it's started with

him. I pray that he was in a control
group and received a placebo.

I don't know if i mentioned last time
but me a my wife are living in a squat

at the moment. We are almost
completely free agents now. So for
the purposes of the N.B.U. I would

like you to know that I am on standby
for assistance and use in anyway you

need. 

If you have members suffering with
adverse affects, ill in any way and

don't want to go to the death
buildings or you just need a spare pair

of hands, then I am on standby. I
don't have my own transport anymore
(I have simplified my life to literally
nothing, I am walking in faith as of

now), i would need to be picked up.

You have my details however just in
case, i am in Runcorn and my contact

number is 07415168169.

May our father watch over us all,
shield us in his spiritual armour and
bless the path we walk in the battle

we now fight.

In union, under our fathers glory,
Michael Wolfsden.

On Saturday 9th October, Patriots'
Voice supporters joined forces with
several other groups to take part in

the very successful 'Scrap the
Northern Ireland Protocol' protest
and parade in London. It was well

attended, and the first in a series of
events planned until the United
Kingdom is completely free from

the interference of the European



Union.

Of course, the Patriotic Unionist
community in Northern Ireland have
been out on the streets campaigning

against the Protocol for many months.
Now the campaign is up and running
on the mainland too, sending a very

clear message to both the
government and the EU. SCRAP THE

NORTHERN IRELAND PROTOCOL.

Greetings Comrades,fellow fascists.
My name is Paul and I am from the

North West area. I am an admirer of
Sir Oswald Mosley and British

fascism, and a collector of books
relating to both. Yet I have only just
recently connected with NBU. Over
the years I have drifted politically

from the a supporter of The Labour
Party, pre-Blair, hopped over the

Tories, who actually voted for
them? To the far-right searching for
answers to the many problems we
as a people and our great nation

face, I found some of them but not
all. One rainy day It Manchester I
came across what remained of a

torn sticker on a lamppost, of which
only the words ‘Itish Union of Fasc’
still remained..I decided to take a

quick photograph and do a little
researching when I got home. Who
where New British Union and what

did they look like today, what
where their policies and who lead

them? I searched the web for
information and gradually the

answers I’d been looking for. I could
relate to the manifesto and the

beliefs of Sir Oswald Mosley lived on
with NBU, the light was still lit and

hadn’t been extinguished,
Blackshirts marched on still. Maybe
here I could contribute with others
who thought as I do and together
we could make a difference if we
are as one. We can make Britain

great again. If I can be of any help
to anyone or you wish to share your
thoughts on fascism, then do get in

touch. 

For years I’ve been dissolute with
party politics, as London officer I

intend to lead a new and alternative
movement in London. As a three year
member of the NBU I see the need for

a young leader, which I believe I
embolden fully.

Cal Noel-Hill



THIS DAY (OCTOBER 7) IN 1937
CANADA

The Canadian Union of Fascist
newspaper, “THE THUNDERBOLT”,

carried the story of the first Canadian
Fascist convention. In the midst of
the Great Depression, people felt
that there was something wrong
“other than weather, wind and

drought”.

“For the past summer, Western men
and women have been silently

organizing, determined that the
‘united front’ of Capitalist-

Democratic tyranny and Jewish
Bolshevism will be overcome and

Canada made a fit place for
Canadians to live in.”

Once the convention had been
announced, the Reds immediately

began shelling out money supplied by
the Soviet Communist Party to put on
a counter-demonstration against the
“Fascists”. “The Moscow Scum Front”
put out a leaflet demanding that the
“Fascist elements be wiped out of

Canada – a deliberate incitement to
murder.” This same leaflet made no

reference to the conditions in Canada
and offered no solutions to the
unemployment, evictions, soup-
kitchens, and other evils then

common.

Despite the Red and Jewish counter-
demonstration, the convention went

ahead and was successfully
completed.

Editor David Clarke

All quotations from the Thunderbolt.



DEMOCRACY

When Eddy Morrison was in charge of
the National Front he used to reprint

some of my articles from Nation
Revisited. The following piece was
posted on the NF website in April

2009.

The concept of democracy is
universally supported. People trust
doctors, dentists, motor mechanics

and airline pilots with their lives, and
bank managers and financial advisors
with their savings. They are happy to

trust the experts, except when it
comes to government. Then they put
their trust in elected amateurs. This
is based on the idea that a multitude

knows better than an individual.
There is no basis for this belief but

it's entrenched in popular culture and
one of the tenets of political

correctness.

If opinions were arrived at by careful
deliberation democracy might be a
fair system of government. But the
trouble is that opinions are created
by the mass media. The parties that
get elected and the laws that are

passed are decided by radio,
television and newspapers, not by
people thinking for themselves.

Democracy is therefore an instrument
of power controlled by big business
and operated by the mass media.

Nobody voted for the wars of the last
hundred years. We fought the First
World War in a frenzy of patriotism.

Hundreds of thousands of men
volunteered to be slaughtered in the
mud of Flanders or the burning sands
of Arabia. By the Second World War 

the jingoism had died down but still
men went to their deaths willingly.

Then followed a string of colonial
wars as the Empire fell apart. Britain

fought in Malaya, Kenya, Aden,
Cyprus and the Falklands, and as part

of the United Nations in Korea.
Recently we have supported the

Americans in Iraq and Afghanistan.
But not one of these wars was voted

on by the people, in every case it was
the government that decided to go to

war.

Every war was fought for commercial
reasons that had nothing whatsoever
to do with Belgian neutrality or Polish

independence. We fought the First
World War to steal Middle East oil

from the Turks and the Second World
War to stop Germany from bypassing
the banks by trading manufactured
goods for raw materials. Nearly all
subsequent conflicts, including Iraq
and Afghanistan, were really about

natural resources. America's ultimate
aim is to control all the gas and oil

between Egypt and China.

And just as big business sent us to
war they also decided to change the
population of our country without

consulting us. So they introduced the
British Nationality Act and imported
millions of Third World immigrants to

undercut wages and drive down
expectations. Then they rushed

through laws to stop any criticism of
their actions. And at every stage, in

every war and throughout half a
century of mass migration the people

have gone to the polls to endorse 



their own destruction. They have
voted for the very parties that took

us to war and turned our country into
a dumping ground for the surplus

population of the world.

From time to time protest movements
have arisen that have fought for

Britain. Some of them have become
mass movements but the power of
the State has been used without

mercy to detain people without trial,
or charge them with newly invented

crimes.

Our task must be to educate the
masses, to wean them off the existing
'democratic' system and make them
aware that there are alternatives.

Our 650 elected MPs and 800
appointed members of the House of
Lords are divided into parties but
they all serve the same masters. 

We are being decieved by charlatans.
Nothing is more sickening than the
false patriotism of the capitalists.
They send us to war with drums
beating and flags flying but they

couldn't care less who wins the war so
long as they are making profits. Big

business is international and has been
for hundreds of years. The great
corporations do not recognise

countries or races; they exploit
mankind without regard to race,

creed or colour.

Communism and Fascism came and
went without destroying the capitalist

system. They tried to build mighty
states with their own resources but

they never escaped from
international finance. Today, the

Internet is changing everything, it's 

no longer possible to control
information and keep people in a
state of ignorance. Revolutionary

philosophies may yet come together
with climate change and

demographics to finally bury debt and
usury.

We must read, write and
communicate. The State can close

down dissenting movements but ideas
cannot be destroyed. The present
system relies on media control and
political corruption but it cannot
survive in the age of Information

Technology. The people now know too
much to be treated with contempt by

elected representatives who are
mainly interested in taking bribes and

fiddling their expenses.

We must develop a modern system of
government that is not controlled by
bankers and racketeers. The financial
crisis shows that capitalists are only
vulnerable human beings who make

mistakes. They can be beaten.






